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Budget cut may cause tuition hike, calendar change
by Diane Rado
stall reporter

Hiring, travel allowances, equipment purchases and renovation projects at the University have been
restricted in anticipation of an additional 10- percent slash in the state
budget that could take effect Jan.l.
A possible tuition increase and a
change in next quarter's academic
calendar also may occur if the cut is
imposed, University President Hollis
Moore Jr. told Faculty Senate yesterday.
Gov. James Rhodes and four
legislative leaders, who have met to
discuss the state's disastrous financial condition, are considering the cut
to alleviate Ohio's $353 million deficit.
However, no decision has been made
to impose the 10-percent slash.
The group will meet again Dec. 9 to
continue discussing the budget and
ways to avoid a deficit before the end
of the fiscal year on June 30,1961.
THE CUT would force drastic
reductions or total shutdowns of state

programs: Prisons would have to stop
accepting inmates.and free 5,000 on
Jan. 1, many mental institutions
would close after staff members are
layed off, and 35,000 nursing home patients would be without financial support after Medicaid payments are
halted in March.
The cut be would devastating for
Ohio's public school system and state
and universities, said Mary Noonan,
public information officer for the Ohio
Board of Regents.

of laying off permanent full-time people," Moore said.
The restrictions on hiring, faculty,
staff and administration traveling,
equipment purchasing and renovation
projects will take effect immediately,
Moore said.
These cutbacks may offset one-third
of the $3.5 million loss the University
could suffer from a 10-percent cut. It
already has lost $2 million from
Rhodes' two other cuts.

Colleges still are rebounding from
CALENDAR CHANGES may be
two 3-percent slashes imposed by the part of a contingency plan that Dr.
governor - one in June, and the other Richard Eakin, executive vice proto take effect Dec. 15.
vost for planning and budget, said he
Fees could increase 100 percent and will be completing today.
10,000 faculty and staff members at
state schools could be laid off if the cut
Classes next quarter either begin
is imposed. But Noonan said, "The ef- later or end earlier if a calendar
fect will vary from institution to in- change is made, Richard Edwards,
stitution. It's up to the boards of University vice president, said.
trustees to decide."
"We would try to curtail as many
SHE ADDED that tuition increases activities as possible" during
and hiring freezes are options for Christmas break, he said.
universities.
Shutting down buildings such as the
We're not willing to accept the idea Student Recreation Center would help

in holding down utility costs, Edwards
explained.
ONCE A DECISION is made about
the cut, Edwards said a special
meeting of the University Board of
Trustees may be held to discuss appropriate action to be taken.
"We won't get into any more drastic
measures until the situation is
clarified," he added.
The Legislature also is considering
raising the state sales tax from four to
six cents for the first six months of
next year to offset the deficit.
"We're under no ODligation to make
an across- the-board cut. We are only
obligated to balance the budget,"
Matthew Filipic, state deputy director
of budget, said.
He would not comment on the
possibility that the governor is trying
to force a tax increase by threatening
the drastic effects that a 10-percent
cut could have on state programs.
Both Moore and Edwards agree that
the governor merely is trying to make
known to the public the possible impact of a 10-percent cut.

State superintendent fights
against cuts in school aid
COLUMBUS i AP) - Ohio's education chief has stepped up his campaign
against cutting state aid to schools as a means of solving the state's chronic
budget deficit.
Superintendent of Public Instruction Franklin Walter said yesterday that if a
proposed 10-percent spending cut were imposed, it would cost school districts
$144 million statewide.
"If that were to occur, chaos would develop in our public school system,"
Walter said.
He said especially hard hit by such a cutback would be those districts which
receive more than half their operating budgets from the state. In addition, big
city school systems "would be placed on the brink of financial disaster," Walter
predicted.
THE SCHOOL CHIEF told a news conference that several legislative leaders
and the state budget office have talked about a possible 10-percent cut to offset a
projected $353.7 million budget deficit.
Gov. James Rhodes and leaders of both parties in the General Assembly are
to meet Tuesday to discuss ways of meeting constitutional requirements for
balancing the budget by the June 30,1981, end of the current fiscal year.
Their options include spending cuts beyond the 6-percent already ordered by
Rhodes, a general tax increase or some combination of both.
Walter left no doubt about which option he favors. "The acceptable alternative, I thin!;, must be to increase state income," he said. "I would not find the
sales tax an objectionable approach."

Column
one__
Senate adds new
policy to code

Looking for
the family tree

Faculty Senate overwhelmingly approved yesterday an
additional offense to the
University academic honesty
policy.
By a 62-0 vote, the senate added an offense of possession
and/or use of stolen examinations, papers or other course
assignments.
The new offense was added to
"plug" the loophole in the present academic honesty code
that was discovered last spring,
according to Dr. William Kirby,
professor of mathematics and
statistics and presenter of the
proposal.
If a penalty is imposed, the
minimum would be a twoquarter suspension and the
maximum would be expulsion.

As soon as Thanksgiving
leaves, the Christmas spirit
comes in. People already are
decorating for the holiday that is
more than three weeks away.
Steve Janick holds a Christmas
tree lor Sarah Stubbs of Bowling
Green. Janick works at Brown's
tree lot on North Main Street,
which is a Frosti-Freeze icecream shop in the summer.

Board selects
Gavel editor
A junior journalism major,
Joanne Veto, was selected Monday by the Board of Student
Publications to be the new
editor of The Gavel, the University's greek newspaper.
Veto, a member of Delta Zeta
sorority, wul edit the publication winter quarter through
next faU.

Inside
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' Won't get fOOlOd again': Bill aims to prevent repeat of Who concert tragedy
by Kim Van Wert
stall reporter

One year ago 11 people left their
homes for a rock concert. They never
returned.
Today marks the anniversary of the
tragedy in Cincinnati everyone wants
to forget. A human stampede to get into The Who concert at Riverfront Coliseum on Dec. 3, 1979 resulted in the
asphyxiation of victims between the
ages of 15 and 27.
People were crushed beneath the
feet of anxious fans, as thousands
tried to funnel through a few open
doors less than an hour before the concert
THE INCIDENT has spawned concert safety measures, a myriad of
lawsuits awaiting trial and state

legislation on crowd control.
Ohio General Assembly has approved and sent to Gov. James Rhodes a
bill prohibiting general admission
seating at rock concerts and other
"live entertainment performances"
when at least 3,000 tickets are sold.
The bill defines live entertainment
as performances where the primary
intent of the audience is to view the
events, such as at speeches, dramatic
performances and variety shows.
A dance, fair, symphony orchestra
concert, horse race or any other form
of entertainment where attendants
participate in amusements as well as
view performers is not a "live entertainment performance." Those activities are exempt from the policies
of the proposed bill.
THE BILL also would require the

opening of performance hall doors 90
minutes before the start of a concert.
Sports events are exempt from the
reserve seating requirement unless
3,000 tickets are sold for a facility with
less than eight entrances.
The bill began as a remedy for the
situation in Cincinnati, State Sen.
Stanley Aronoff (R-Cincinnati) said.
"It was aimed toward rock concerts
but expanded," he explained. "But
smaller crowds will not be affected as
much by the bill, unless it is for a rock
concert."
IF THE BILL is adhered to and enforced, "repetition of the tragedy
would be minimized,'' he added.
But Jerry Frances, general
manager of the Toledo Sports Arena,
called the bill "total discrimination.'
"What the bill is doing is picking out

rock concerts," he said. "Legislature
is trying to control the state, and we
have no problem here."
The arena seats 7,500, which exempts it from the sporting events
policies under the bill, yet exceeds the
3,000 person ceiling for a rock concert.
UNDER A provision of the bill, local
law officials can be asked to waiver
the regulations for some performances.
"Because we solved our problem
before, we would ask for approval of
general admission," Frances said, explaining that the arena is either all
general admission or reserved
seating.
The main problem with general admission is "outside," he noted. "But it
is the first 500-1,000 people who crowd
around the doors, not 3,000.

Tom Misuraca, director of programming for the University Activities Organization, expressed his
"personal scrutiny in terms of equal
rights for rock 'n roll."
"IN MY PERSONAL opinion, it
(the bill) is somewhat of an overreaction to an extremely unfortunate
event," he said. "Rock 'n roll is more
often a culprit because it has a bad
name."
He used ballet as an example, explaining that the type of event is
susceptible to incidents similar to the
Cincinnati tragedy because many people are fanatics about such performances. However, ballet also is exempt from the seating regulations of
the bill.
"Is it fair to allow general admiscontinued on page 4

U.S. warns Soviets against Polish invasion
Farming for Bradner family
is a hard, yet satisfying way of
life. Page 5.

Weather
Partly cloudy, snow flurries.
High 27 F (-3 C), low 16 F (-9
C), 90-percent chance of
precipitation.

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Carter
administration warned the Soviet
Union yesterday that an attempt to invade Poland or intervene in Polish internal affairs would trigger "most
serious and adverse" consequences
for East-West and Soviet-American
relations.
Jody Powell, President Carter's
chief spokesman, issued the warning,
telling reporters it would be a
"serious mistake" for any nation to
underestimate the will and determination of the United States merely

because the U.S. government is in
transition between presidents.
"An intervention or invasion of
Poland would be most serious and
adverse for East-West relations in
general and particularly relations between the United States and the Soviet
Union," Powell said.

the will or the ability to respond,"
Powell told reporters.
Powell declined to speculate on
what steps the United States might
take if the Soviet Union moved against
Poland.
He said Carter has discussed the
situation by telephone with several
key European leaders over the past
"I THINK IT would be a serious few days.
mistake for any government under
"It's a situation that's being watchany circumstances to assume that in ed closely and with concern," he said.
a period of transition between one administration and the next that the
POWELL DECLINED to say
American government lacks either whether anv warnings have been sent

to Moscow directly via diplomatic affairs and No. 3 man in the departchannels.
ment hierarchy.
Secretary of State Edmund S.
But it was disclosed earlier in the Muskie told reporters yesterday that
day that the State Department sum- the Soviets seem to realize that
moned Soviet Ambassador Anatoly military intervention in Poland could
Dobrynin to an unannounced meeting be costly in their relations with the
on Monday to try to determine Soviet West.
views toward the continuing labor
strife in Poland.
"I am quite aware that the Soviets
State Department spokesman John have been impressed by the heavy
Trattner gave no other details of the costs of that kind of action on their
meeting except to say that Dobrynin part, and I'm sure they are going to
conferred with David Newsom, seek to avoid such costs," Muskie
undersecretary of state for political said.
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Accept life's harsh circumstances as polishing agents
Someone noted wisely that "some
men are ground down on the grindstone of life; others are merely polished and brightened by it." Trie difference is the quality of character in
those who are ground down and those
who are polished and brightened- The Craig Relman
circumstances and events that imp- University student
inge on life invite a response from
within. The response may be either responses to circumstances that we
creative or destructive.
finish our lives and determine our
'".estiny.
The late Professor William E. HockOne of the most striking illustraing of Harvard University com- tions of contrasting responses to harsh
mented, "As to structure, human experiences is the way Abraham Linnature is undoubtedly the most plastic coln and Andrew Johnson dealt with
part of the living world, the most the difficult circumstances they met
adaptable, the most educable... Other on the road to the presidency of the
creatures nature could largely finish; United States. Both men began their
the human creature must finish lives in poverty, and both were largely
himself." It is in the character of our self-educated. The young Lincoln was

Focus

a rail splitter. The young Johnson was
an apprentice tailor. Both struggled
against heavy odds.
Johnson, fighting to overcome
poverty, became cynical and morose.
He saw the advantages of wealth and
culture and disliked the possessors of
these things. Lincoln, on the other
hand, emerged from poverty without
rancor. His own experience of hardship made him compassionate and
understanding. Neither cynical nor
morose, Lincoln would laugh at
himself and endure with gentle
tolerance and pretensions to
superiority of those around him.
IT IS obvious in retrospect that
something inside Lincoln enabled him
to react creatively to the blows of fate.

overcome it with courage? Have we
Johnson, however, reacted destruc- and character was victor.
so neglected the resources of the
tively, with bitterness, resentment,
and anger. Both men were hated and
When things go wrong and we are Spirit that we lack the will to carry on
pilloried while they held the office of beaten down by conditions beyond our with grace and greatness?
president. Lincoln was able to endure control, it is easy to become bitter and
with faith in the right, as God gave resentful and lose our zest for life. But
THOSE WHO have met discouragehim to see the right. Johnson respond- we need not surrender to the fates that ment and temporary defeat without
ed with bitter attacks on his enemies seem to be against us, resorting to ex- bitterness and have gone on to
and alienated even his friends.
planations that really do not explain. triumph have been men and women
As Gen. U.S. Grant said when he was whose lives have been sustained by
One may safely say that what life criticized for seemingly fruitless faith in the decency of things under
does to us depends on what life finds in maneuvers around Vicksburg during God. They have believed, as did Linus. The sidewalks of New York the Civil War, "This life is too brief to coln, in the availability of God in the
nourished greatness in Al Smith. The be frittered away with explanations." midst of adversity. So they have been
poverty of his boyhood polished his
polished and brightened by the grinWhen we are tempted to explain ding of life, not ground down to
faith and nurtured his courage. He
met intolerance with gentlemanly ourself, it is time to take a good look at nothingness.
grace. It was not what one would ex- ourselves and ask if our responses to
pect, given his background. But harsh unwanted events have been creative
With faith in God at the heart of life,
circumstances brushed against or destructive. Have we succumbed to hardship begets hardihood, and
character sustained by faith inside. the unavoidable when we might have frustration inspires fortitude.

Opinion
Proposition 13 -- a preview to conservatism '81

It's worth the price
for safer concerts
It doesn't seem like it has been only a year since 11 people were trampled to death in Cincinnati while trying to
get general admission seats at a rock concert by The Who.
It seems like the tragedy happened long ago, obscuring its
importance and impact in the process.
Now, on the first anniversary of that calamity, there is
legislation pending Gov. James Rhodes' signature that
would try to control seating arrangements at indoor entertainment events.
Under the bill, passed by both the House and Senate,the
main thrust would be to ban festival seating in crowds of
3,000 or more. Sports events would be exempt from the bill,
and it would give more control over those crowds to city
police.
Also included in the measure are provisions to have an
ample number of entrances manned 60 to 90 minutes prior
to a show, and allowing police to waive control if they
believe a concert was planned with adequate safeguards.
This is a bill we hope Rhodes signs because it takes away
much of the impetus for conflict over a limited number of
"good" seats.
Some opposition to the bill has been raised by concert
promoters. They object to it because they say people won't
be willing to buy tickets for reserved seats in the back of a
concert hall. Promoters expect to see a drop in business.
But we say it's a price worth paying. If you were one of
the students caught in just a minor squeeze at the Ice
Arena before a hockey tournament game two years ago,
you can appreciate that feeling of helplessness of getting
stuck in a rampaging crowd.
Rock is not to blame, concerts are not to blame, and promoters are not to blame. What is to blame are the people
who will do anything - anything - for a better vantage
point during a musical event. If it takes this bill to help control that type of crowd just a little more, it's worth it.

RIVERSIDE, Calif. - As America
awaits the start of a national experiment in California-style conservatism, it is intriguing for a visitor to
get a glimpse of California's homebred conservative revolution.
Two years before Ronald Reagan
was nominated and elected to the
presidency, his home state of California signaled the conservative shift
that was about to sweep the country
by passing Proposition 13.
That initiative, which was approved
in June 1978, rolled back local property taxes and put tight restrictions on
their future growth. The appeal to get
the burden of government off the
homeowners' backs was much the
same appeal as Reagan, an enthusiastic Proposition 13 backer,
made to all taxpayers in this year's
campaign.
On a visit here, I was given two
views on the impact of Proposition 13
two years after it went into effect. I do
not know if they are typical, but they
were striking.

Focus
David Broder
syndicated columnist

ONE CAME from Charles Kane, the
president of Riverside Community
College. California pioneered the
development of the communitycollege system, as a relatively inexpensive and accessible method for bringing both academic and vocational
courses to a wide clientele of parttime and full-time students.
As Kane pointed out, one of the
great assets of the community-college
system was the flexibility of its curriculum. "We could identify a need in
the community and, within a few
weeks or months, have a course or
program set up to meet it," he said,
"because we had our own resources."
Prior to the passage of Proposition 13,

I heartily cheer Fred Wolven's
statement which was in The BG News
Friday, Nov. 21. In his article, he asked people in this community for a little humanity, that is all, just a little
humanity. I, too, share his concern
over the recent reports of young college women being attacked near campus.
Being from Cleveland, one would
think that I would not be surprised by
all the reports of assaults and rapes.

Well, I am. I am surprised, shocked
It has been said that this is a free
and deeply saddened at what has hap- country. Well, how can we have a free
pened to the human race in general.
country when our own people imThe first few weeks I was here I felt prison us? Our own people keep us in
perfectly safe to walk alone at night, at night, afraid to go anywhere unless
but this is no longer true. I remember accompanied by at least one larger
my younger days when I could walk in and stronger counterpart.
There is no longer trust or safety,
my neighborhood unafraid of what
might happen, and I remember how principles or morals. Everyone exall of that changed, too. I thought that tolls the virtues of brotherhood and
in coming to Bowling Green I would love, while at the same time this land
once more be able to enjoy the is being turned into a battleground by
freedom that I had as a child. I the very people who live here, against
thought I would be safe to do as I wish- the others who live here.
ed again. I have been gravely disapObviously, the solution to this , i pointed.
Mem is for everyone to be concen.«J
and do their part, not only by reporting crimes but by looking into
themselves and searching for the
humanity that is supposed to be in all
of us.
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"I think," Moore concluded, "you
will see the distortions of taxation and
taxes. When a new program was proposed, local authorities could-if they
thought it worthwhile-appropriate
funds for its support.
But Proposition 13 cut off further access to local revenue sources, and now
the college receives 80 percent of its
support from the state. Overall, it is
serving a larger student clientele on
an 18 percent smaller budget for
teachers, staff and supplies.
That squeeze is tough enough. What
makes it worse, Kane said, is that the
college, instead of being responsive
primarily to the priorities of its local
community, as reflected in the budget
decisions of locally elected trustees,
now is increasingly controlled by
authorities in Sacramento. "The state
college system's trustees and the
legislature like to give us money in
narrow categories," Kane said, "so
our budget is shaped by their
priorities, not our own community's."

THE SECOND reaction came in a
memo handed to me by Frank Moore,
the editor of the Redlands Daily
Facts, at the conclusion of a forum
sponsored by Kane's college and the
Riverside World Affairs Council.
"THE INEQUITY is tremendous,"
"Proposition 13," he wrote, "has
he said. "Until Proposition 13, school caused local agencies to levy a soconstruction was a cost accepted by called assessment on new houses as a
all property of all classes. Now the en- prerequisite to obtaining a building
tire burden is put on the home builder permit. The city of Redlands, on its
and everyone else is excused. Wow! own account, levies an assessment of
This is really 'taxation without 15 cents a square foot of roof area and
representation.' The developer who paved areas (driveways, walks) for
pays the original assessment must equity that have come in the wake of
pass it along to the home buyer. But Proposition 13. The point of interest is
he (the buyer) can never be identified that 'everyone' is for tax reduction but
until he becomes a buyer, so he cannot the results are not altogether
be represented at the time the city glorious."
council or school board. . . adopts a
That is a point that ought to be
levy.
remembered as the California conservative tax-cutting movement goes national with Reagan's imminent
takeover in Washington.

bXvlVt'ir^-

Letters.
Looking for the
humanity in us all

Kane said, 45 percent of the college's
budget came from local property
the maintenance and improvement of
storm drains. . . and an additional 1
percent of the value of the building
permit (up to a $500 maximum) for
the acquisition and development of
parks. . . Redlands schools collect
(via the city) $1 per square foot on
new housing."
On the same day Reagan was
elected, Moore said, California voters
defeated a ballot proposition to sanction a return to the old method of
financing school construction by bond
issues. Under the old system, he
noted, "bond issues were in fact
referendums on public works projects. If people did not approve of a
proposed school site, they could-and
did-vote no."
Under that system, Moore said,
facilities were built and put into use
and then their cost was paid by property taxes over 20 years or more.
Under the new system, assessments
are collected currenUy, but the construction and use may be delayed for
years-and then determined, not by
public referendum, but by officials
with a built-in interest in specific
categories of public spending.

Nancy Beach
404 Chapman Hall

Dance-a growing
University experience
On Tuesday, Nov. 18, a bus of about
40 students and two dance instructors
took an evening trip to see The Feld
Ballet Company perform at the Power
Center for Perfonning Arts in Ann Arbor on the University of Michigan
campus. The trip was sponsored by
the University Dance Alliance and
UAO paid the major expenses.
The dance instructors were Debbie
Tell and Ann Shea. The University
students were primarily dance
students and a few guests. Many of the
students had never seen this com-

pany, or been to University of
Michigan before.
Shea shared her knowledge on The
Feld Ballet Company with a few interested dancers.
Before the performance, during the
intermissions and during the bus trip
back to the University, the dance
students, guests and instructors
discussed impressions about the company and its performance on that
night. It was interesting to see how
each person's values, tastes and past
experiences affected his/her perceptions of the performance and the company. For example, Shea looked at the
performance from a choreographers
point of view. I considered how my
academic orientation and other factors affected my personal written
critique of the show.
The company is a ballet company
that also does modem dancing. Eliot
Feld is a relatively young
choreographer; the Company is a
New York based, touring company.

1980, The Washington Post Company

On Tuesday at Ann Arbor, three
pieces were shown. They could be
categorized as "modern dance on
point" rather than strictly classical
ballet.
All three numbers were open for
comments on such considerations as
quality of movement, choreography,
lighting, music, costuming, casting,
sets and scenery, portrayal of the
meaning behind the work and overall
appearance.
The trip was personally extremely
enjoyable and educational and many
who went appeared to hold this opinion also. It helped me appreciate the
dance department even more than
previously.
The dance program at the University is small but growing, and the quality is improving each quarter. The professors and students in the department are very enthusiastic and
energetic.
Jeanne Lauber
724 Sixth St. Apt 7

Respond.
If you would like to comment on something in the
News or anything of student interest, write to the
News.
The letter or guest column should be typewritten,
triple-spaced and signed.
Include your address and
telephone number for
verification.
The News reserves the
right' to reject letters or
portions of letters that are
in bad taste, malicious or
libelous.
Address your comments
to: Editorial Editor, The
BG News, 106 University
Hall.
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Reagan reportedly makes cabinet offers
to former NATO leader, New York banker
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presidentelect Ronald Reagan has made
Cabinet offers to at least eight persons, with Alexander M. Haig Jr. the
likely choice for secretary of state and
New York banker Walter B. Wriston
the top pick for treasury secretary,
knowledgeable sources said Tuesday.

agencies and the Central Intelligence
Agency and Office of Management
and Budget.

Shultz' withdrawal made Haig,
former President Richard M. Nixon's
last chief of staff, the clear choice to
head the State Department, sources
said. Haig, a four-star Army general,
had been mentioned as a top candidate for defense secretary.

However, the sources stressed the
list of top officials for the Reagan
team was still in doubt because competition continued for some spots and
some of the top choices might spurn
Reagan's offers.
It also was not clear which of the
candidates for the 15 Cabinet-level
jobs had been contacted by Reagan.
Those chosen will head the 13 Cabinet

THE SOURCES added that the
president-elect was having considerable trouble finding a woman for
the Cabinet after Anne Armstrong,
former ambassador to Great Britain
and close Reagan adviser, withdrew
her name from consideration last
week.
The list of likely Cabinet members
changed significantly after Armstrong's withdrawal and statements
late last week by former Treasury
secretaries William Simon and
George Shultz that they did not want
to return to Washington.

Briefs.

Day in review.

PRSSAtomeet

Jordan, Syria withdraw troops

The Public Relations Student
Society of America will meet today
at 7:30 p.m. in 200 Moseley Hall to
discuss its Christmas party.

Student politics
group meets
Students for Political Awareness
will meet today at 7:30 p.m. in the
faculty lounge of the political
science department on the third
floor of Williams Hall.

Sources said Wriston, while the
clear choice to get the Treasury job,
The sources said Casper had not decided whether to leave his
Weinberger, budget director under current position as chairman of
Nixon, had emerged as the leading Citicorp, the nation's second largest
contender for defense secretary.
bank.
ONE SOURCE, however, said
Susan Weeks, a Citicorp
Weinberger's chance to become spokesman, said Wriston would not
defense secretary remained "a real take telephone calls from reporters
question" because of interest in the and would have no comment about
post expressed by William Casey, whether he had been offered a Cabinet
Reagan's campaign manager, transi- job.

MEMBERSHIP:
QUALIFICATION:

d)

Learn and practice Swahili through group
gathering and Interaction.

(2)

Be acquainted with the language and culture
of East Africa.

(3)

Enable those who speak Swahili slightly like
jambo. mama, baba, salama, amani, etc. to
master the language.

(1)
1

< >

Any student, staff or faculty member is invited.
N

° qualification required or fee charged for
membership.

Students having problems completing their partial schedules can seek
assistance from a peer advising group.
The Peer Advising Board of the Student Government Association has
recruited students to man a table in the Community Suite, on the third
floor of the Union.
There are two representatives on duty between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
from the business, education, arts and sciences and health and community services colleges until Friday.
"This way, instead of sitting at a table for five minutes only to find out
that a course is closed, students can ask the peer advisers who have computer printouts," Karen Kampe, SGA Chapman/Dunbar senator, said.
"We are aids to faculty advisers," she added. "We also help students so
that they don't have to run back and forth between buildings when working out their schedules."
Many students volunteered to advise, Kampe said, noting that 72 applied from the College of Business, with about SO applications coming
from each of the other colleges. Each applicant was screened, and those
accepted attended a workshop before advising.

-Jordan's continued recognition of the Palestine Liberation
Organization as the sole representative of the Palestinian people.
The terms were relayed by Saudi Arabia's deputy premier.
Prince Abdullah bin Abdel Aziz, who conferred with Hussein in
Amman yesterday following two days of talks in Damascus with
Syrian President Hafez Assad.

AMMAN, Jordan - Syria and Jordan agreed on terms easing
the tense situation between the two countries yesterday and
Syria immediately withdrew some of its troops from the border.
Jordanian officials, who declined to be identified, said Syria
withdrew as a gesture of good faith an unspecified number of
troops from the 50,000 it reportedly had deployed at the border.
Jordan was reported earlier to have sent 30,000 troops to the
border.
The officials said the terms, proposed by Syria, were:
-A written statement by Jordan saying it was not aiding the
Moslem Brotherhood, a fanatical group engaged in antigovernment activities in Syria.

SWAHILI CLUB NOW FORMING
OBJECTIVE:

tion chairman and longtime friend.
Casey was likely to become director
of the Central Intelligence Agency if
be does not get the defense post,
sources said.

Peer advising groups aid
faculty, students during
partial scheduling hassles

Honda breaks ground for plant
MARYSVILLE, Ohio - Honda Motor Co. broke ground yesterday for its first automobile manufacturing plant in the United
States, a $200 million facility that in two years will be capable of
producing 120,000 Accords annually.
Jiro Ailo, Japanese minister to the United States, told more

than 200 guests at the ceremonial groundbreaking that Honda
had many reasons for choosing central Ohio for the venture. He
cited manpower availability, automobile parts production in
Ohio, " and most important, the attitude of your state government.
"Ohio is known in Japan for its efforts to invite investment
from abroad," he said.
The 32-year-old automobile firm, less than half the age of most
American automakers, will build the 900,000-square-foot facility
adjacent to its motorcycle assembly plant about 50 miles northwest of Columbus. Company officials said the plant would
employ about 2,400 workers.
The 258,000-square-foot cycle facility began production in
September 1979. It now turns out 2.500 units per month of two of
the Honda motorcycle series.
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Any person interested, contact: HABIL GAMBA. 354-1005
(Home). 372-2796 (Olllce)

BOLCOM 6 MORRIS
Singing & ploying the music of America's
favorite composers. The songs of Irving
Berlin, Jerome Kern, and Rodgers and
Hart will be featured.

Thursday, Dec 4 8:00 pm
Kobacker hall
Musical Arts Center
All tickets $3.00 for students. Coll Kobacker Box Office
for more details 372-0171
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concert bill.

Irom page 1

LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
A chance to study and llva In London

sion to something like a ballet, and not
"Reserved seats allot more space
to a crowd of more than 3,000 people per person than does general admisfor a rock concert?" he asked.
sion seating," he said. "All seats are
Although he is in favor of having numbered."
reserved seats for concerts held in
Seats now used for general admisAnderson Arena, Misuraca is against sion would remain for sale at a
the "principle" of the bill.
cheaper price, but all tickets might
have to go up in cost if the number of
THERE ARE 5,600 seats available people admitted to a concert is reducin Anderson Arena with half being ed, he said.
general admission. Requiring reservDoyt L. Perry Field seats 23,500, but
ed seats could bring down the seating there are more than eight entrances,
capacity in the arena, he explained.
so it is free of the bill's stipulations.

A wKM rang, ol suDiac ts and courses it available in Central London lor
sluoanla ol tn« social soancas
Junior y«ar
Pottgraduale Diplomas
On. yaar Maalar a dagreoa
Research

Weekends this school year can be ihe best travel lime ever with
going-home bargains Irom Greyhound. And. as always, whenever you
go Greyhound, you gel Ihe comlort. convenience, and reliability we're
famous lor.
Just check the schedules below lor Ihe Greyhound routes going
your way. Most schedules stop at convenient suburban locations. Call
your local Greyhound representative for informalion.and you're as
good as home.

Friday
Lv Bowling Green
Ar Cleveland Ohio

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
Sunday
3 45 PM
I v Cleveland Ohio
7 00 PM
Ai Bowling Green

lew, Management Science. Operational Research Philosophy. Poahcs. Social

Schedules operate every weekend with the exception ol holidays, exam week,
and semester break Prices and schedules subjeel lo change. Some service
requires reservations

GO GREYH0UHD

And leave the driving to us.

INVITES
YOU TO A
ICANDY-MAKING
WORKSHOP
Demostration & Participation

TONITE
8:00 pm
Prout Kitchen
2nd floor Union
Recipes will be
given out

Application Clanks from
Admissions Secretary. ISI Houghlon Street London WC?A 2AE England
Please stele whether junior year or postgreduete

J.
American
Cancer
Society

Flowers for Finals
Send a carnation to help someone
make it through finals week.
Flowers are hand delivered with

ON SALE DEC. 3 £r 4
UNION LOBBY

READ
THE
NEWS

WE HAVE THE ANSWER TO
"Reality Shock"
A FIVE MONTH
NURSE INTERNSHIP
Its main focus is practical application of theory
in a med'surg salting under guidance of a nurse
preceptor. This program is only open to Senior
BSN students and has an application deadline
of February 1, 1981.
•
'
•
•

Internship Salary-$14.336.00
Salary after completion $16,655 00
30 days vacation with pay
Free Medical and Dental care plus much
more
To apply call COLLECT (216)522-4325,
Captain Linda Foots
or
Stall Sergeant Mark Booth

THE US AIR FORCE
NURSE CORPS

4.

EOCI 100: DEVELOPMENTAL
READING-2 credit hr. CRS.
(comprehension, vocabulary, and
study skills)
EDCI 101: SPEED READING (a new
2 credit hr. CRS.)

READER? FAST?
ACCURATE? FLEXIBLE?
Do you hava QOOD
STUDY HABITS?
NOTETAKINQ? TIME
MANAGEMENT? TEST
TAKING? GOOD
RETENTION?
Do you have an
EFFECTIVE VOCABULARY?
Use STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS? Uao CONTEXT
CLUES?
la your COMPREHENSION GOOD?
Recognize MAIN
THOUGHTS? REMEMBER
DETAILS? RELATE
CONCEPTS? Draw
INFERENCES and
CONCLUSIONS?

If the answer ia NO to
any of the above questions,
you should CHECK OUT
jjLffl IQO or EDCI 101

SHOP EARLY
FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS!
COME TO THE CHRISTMAS
CRAFTS FAIR!
Mon., Dec. 1st - Wed., Dec. 3rd
10:00 am - 5:00 pm in the Grand
Promenade Lounge, and the Union Lobby
CRAFTS WILL INCLUDE:
Scrimshaw Jewelry

„ .
Prints

Turquoise Jewelry

$1

Quilts

Wall Hangings

W

Sculptured Dolls

\ZZs Alpha Xi Delta

TONIGHT
LONGBRANCH
SALOON
2-4-1 All Beer
(pitchers not included)
All Night
Latest Rock 'n Roll Music
"BE WHERE ITS HAPPENING"
Check out the Game Room

(fa

^

Send your "favorite"
Santa a special (red
and green) Christmas
message for only

-NO COVER—

Admission 25

3.

Administration Social Wor» Sociology. Social Paychotogy and Statistical and
Mathematical Sciences

your personal note.
5 00 PM
810 PM

2.

Suciecls include Accounting and Finance. Actuarial Science Anthropology
Business Studies Econometrics Economics Economic History Geography
Government Industrial Relations International History International Relations

THIS WEEKEND,
YOU'RE AS GOOD AS HOME
ON GREYHOUND.

With convenient, economical
Friday departures and Sunday returns.

GOT THE TIRED OF STUDYING
BLUES? Are you an EFFICIENT

Don't forget to
order your 1981
KEY yearbook at
95
$10.
The price goes up Jan. 1 to
$12.95.
Send to 310 Student Services, or call 372-0086.

Name.
S.S._

□ Charge the cost of the 1981
KEY to my account.
□FR DSOPH DJR

DSR

DGR
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photos by Scott Keeler
story by Marie Cisterino
A boaartfal harvest aad a warm aseal gives the Gerwins paaaa for thanks. They rorahir
yaara past whea H was aol aa good.

■

Farming for the Gerwins
includes participation in
agricultural organizations.

Calvin Gerwin has a large family -- 225
cattle, 20 sheep, 75 chickens, a wife.
three sons and a daughter.
Gerwin, a Bradner, Ohio, farmer, and
his wife, Evelyn, are the impetus behind
the success of a dairy, beef and field farm -a growing industry that has been thriving
for generations.
In partnership with their two sons, Dan
and Ken, the Gerwins said they are
thankful for this year's blessings of a bountiful crop and many newborn calves.
But it's not only the success of his farm
that Gerwin is thankful for.
"I'm really proud of the family," Gerwin
said. "Everybody's healthy and we don't
have the problems that most families seem
to be facing."
Although farm life can have its disadvantages and financial risks, Gerwin said he is
happiest where he is now.
"You get jealous of the city slickers with
their long weekends," he said, "but I
wouldn't trade what I'm doing for anything."
Because the Gerwins have their own
meat, egg, vegetable and fresh milk supplies, they can alleviate some of the
household expenses of city dwellers.
But Gerwin said consumers have to
realize the farmer isn't the rich guy trying
to raise prices to inflationary levels.
"The middleman is who's hurting the
people," he said. "It's in the cost of the fancy containers and wrappers for products,
not to mention the chemicals and preservatives and transportation costs. That's
why the prices are so high."
"The cycle of farming is what makes it
different," Dan explained. "You have to
turn the land, then plant and harvest it. It's
a lot different than a regular office job
because you can see progress at the end of
every day"
"The cows make us come home everyday," Gerwin said. "We have certain
schedules that we have to meet, but this
farming life sure helps keep our family
together. Farming is a family affair."
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FASHION BUG'S....
WWW& WK& Vb

* .*

Wffo WW& WMt Wffl

Gals . . . here's your last chance for
PRE-HOLIDAY FASHION SAVINGS.
PULLOVER
SWEATERS

LONG SLEEVE
SHIRTS

Hot buys on warm and toasty
cowl, crew, and v-nerks.

Plaids and stripes for dress
or play. Many with string ties.

Regularly to $11.99

Regularly to $11.99

HBFBfS yOUr ChStlCQl The News is looking for aspiring writers for winter quarter. People interested in becoming
journalists, writers of entertainment news, or those who just want to learn about the process of producing a daily newspaper
should attend an informational meeting this Friday at 1 p.m. in the News office, 106 University Hall. See you there!
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Classifieds.
To Jeff Levinson. Thank you
very much tor the excellent
turkey dinner you cooked for us.
The Brother*.

CLASSIFIED
INFORMATION
To
place
a
classified ad, come to
106 University Hall
between 8-5, Monday
thru Friday
Under the new
policy, all individual
classifieds must be
prepaid. The deadline
for placing ads is 3
p.m., 2 days before
publication.

To the Greatest House Mom:
Hessie thanks so much for the
work you put into our Thanksgiv
ing Dinner
Those pies were
great. The
Theta PI.

Brothers

of

Beta

if you're cramming some morn
ing this week, tune in the sports
prediction contest on WFAL. it's
your last chance to get a two-litre
caffIne fix from FAL by fust call

Charge per Insertion
•30 cents per line,
per day
•3 line minimumapprox. 25 spaces a
line
• Boldface 50 cents
extra
Phone 372-2601 for
further information.

Basic Scuba classes offered. Wtr.
Qtr at the Rec Center Cost S100
Signup at the SRC office.

it

Address and stuff envelopes at
home Earnings unlimited. Offer.

Get psyched Zebes, the party Is
only two short days away! Get
ready to blast!
.

Send SI 00. Refundable, to: Triple "%/• 16243 Nil. Caton,
Hespena, CA 92345

Pat and Mike, "Spin the botlMt"
was fun, but what's next??? We'll
see on Thurs ' Love, C ahd C.
PRSSA meeting, tonight, 7:30
pm, 200 Moseley, all art
welcome. Christmas Party, Fn
day. Dec. S.

PLANS I I FAILED,
WILL PLAN t SUCCEED?
FIND OUT DEC. Ut
AT MIDNIGHT.
DearJ.L Hope your 21st isbetter
man the first 20 combined Happy
B Day Your Little, Joann

372-2711.
Leimgrubers' Wash House, 250
N. Main, Open 24 hours dally.
Santa Clauswiil make his annual
appearance
at
the
IKE
Children's Party on Dec. 7th.
Get psyched for the 8th annual

SENIORS! Please return your
senior proofs as soon as possible.
Retakes win be Jan. 12 23.

PERSONALS

Happy Hanuka to the Brothers
and Sisters of Zeta Beta Tau!

Vynil exams are coming. Get in
some halt hour crams on WFAL
with the groups who have passed
the rock test. Finals week on
680AM.

Score some coke as in cola by
responding to the sports predic
tion contest on the WFAL morn
ing show. If you win, you'll have
a Coke director's chair in your
room. Last chance this week

Professional Typing for YOU
VeOdbl. sp.MjNancy, 352 MOT

The cards kept saying 99 while
the shots messed up my mind.
Thanxs Mark, Jerry and Jim for
a great B day night with some
friends., Jog.

Hey you • Husband - I love you Law ww wtfal

back, because you'll like
enough to not turn back.

Need Typing Done? $.75 a page
Call Janet at l 833 4943

L. Shaffer "Ride em cowboy"
Mtwfcat—r H strikes •oeJnl

Ing. The winner gets a coke direc
loft chair.
___

Ya say you're sick of these
WFAL ads do ya? Well tune in
6»OAM and we'll get off your

SERVICES OFFERED

Tracy & Muskateers II. 7. 4.
Thanks so much for making my
last Rampant Lion so special.
I'm going to miss all of you. See
you in Fla. spring Break!
Musketeer H _

Lil Taus Special thanks to those
ladies who deliciously prepared
and graciously hosted our
"early" Thanksgiving dinner The Brothers

Teke All Greek Children's
Christmas Party on Sunday Dec.
7th at 1 :M in the Northeast Com

moot,

CASH for your GOLD at Wooster
Bazaar 325 East Wooster.
Custom tied T-Shirts, Jerseys and
sportswear Group rates for date
parties, dorms. Fraternity,
Sorority
Low Cost
Fast
pellvery. Call Ttm 3J2 276f.
Gamma Phi Beta wo'jio Ha* to
extend a Thank you to all who
participated in the Thanksgiving
Basket Drlvt^
Any male interested in a
houseboy position for a sorority
on campus, starting winter
quarter please call 372 0092.
Basic Scuba classes offered wtr.
qtr. at the Rec Center. Cost $100
Signup
372 2711.

at

the

SRC

Office

Big Janet & Gran big Lura Lynn:
You both are the best and I'm so
lucky to be in your family! Much
DZ love 8, mine Lil* Lynn
Dave: I'm proud to have you as
my big brother. There's no doubt
that you're the greatest! Love
your hi' Sis Kerrl.
Shop at the Art, Book and Craft
sale at United Christian
fellowship, 313 Thurstln, Dec.

Basic Scuba Classes offered Wtr
Qtr at the Rec Center. CostttOO
Signup at the SRC Office

411.

37Z221L

WANTED

Place a i98i KEY Yearbook
under a friend's tree this
Christmas. Only $10.95 till Jan.
1st. Call 372 0086

Needed: OneM. rmmte. for wtr.
8. spr qtrs Call Dan at 352 5412
Desperate!

The Brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha would wish to welcome
their new actives: Scott Racy,
Chris Ludlow. Mick Good ing, and
Scott DuPts.
Lambda Chi Alpha Christmas
Beer Blast. Saturday Dec. 6 at
N.E. Commons. 8 12 pm
NEXT TO NEW SHOP Clothing
& housewares priced low. Open
Tues. 104 & Fri. 1-7:30. St.
A toy si us School 2nd floor.

SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS

l or 2 M rmmtes need for wtr ft
spr qtrs. Low mo. rent tor com
ptetely turn apt 35? 5942

2 M rmmt needed for Wtr &
Spr qtrs Close to campus. Call

HELP WANTED

mm- __
M. rmmte for wtr. qtrs only/
SI20/mo includesutils Winthrop
N Tom 35? 4254
M. rmmte. needed wtr. ft spr
qtrs S93.75/mo Peidmont Apts
Ph 352 9378
Wanted for W qtr rm for return
ing Nat'l student exchange F
near campus
leta-5127.

Call

collect,

1 F. rmte needed wtr , spr qtrs
Close to campus Call 352 7117
Twins to discuss twinship w/local
twins club Can 686 5840 ,we
1 F. needed wtr L spr $330 qtr
Silverwood Apts. Furn 831 7th
Apt. 04 Call 352 16)1 after Mid
niqht
F. rmmte. needed wtr & spr
qtrs. Cheap & dose to campus
Haven House Call 352 7349
1 F. to share 2 bdrm. turn apt
lOO'mo - elec Call 354 1867
7 F. rmtes. to sublease new apt
. Close to campus. 316 E Merry.
*5 Call 35? 834) or 352 4832

F. rmmte. needed wtr. & spr.
qtrs University Village. Robin
352 4791
Apt

Rmte needed wtr. qtr Big House
with 3 bdrms 2 baths Call Mike
at 3S2HS9

tor sublease

1 bdrm. un-

furn. avail. Dec 14. Call Mike
352 3702 or 372 2*21.
I F. for apt. on E. Merry across
from Otfenhaur S95/mo. Ph.
352 7930
1 F. rmmt needed. 4th St. Wtr 8.
Spr Call Maryanne 3539644.

1 F. to share house 3 other girls
Have own rm Next to campus
Call Sharon, 352 7162
Wanted: F rmmte Veryrioseto
campus for wtr & spr qtrs
353 7871.
F rmmte. needed wtr & spr
qtrs. University Village 352 4990
ask for Megan
Need 1 rmmte for wtr 8. spr
qtrs. 137 50/mo
- elec Your
own bdrm. bathrm. Call Jim
352 8774
F. students needed to fill 4 person
apt. near campus Ph. 352 7365

372-2601 372-2601

>-^i '^S^w

Phi Mu houseboy. Call 2 0092 this
week tor an interview
Male or Female Address and
Stuff envelopes at home Any age
or location Earnings unlimited.
See ad under Services Offered
Triple "S."

ment for active military service
is available to veterans), have at
least a loth grade education,
hjve a math and science
background are in good physical
and mental condition, you qualify
to apply tor said program. You
must apply >n person An Equal
Opportunity Employer
FOR RENT
Large Eft l bdrm apt avail.
wtr ft spr qtrs. Completely furn.
ut.l included 3S4 1572

Cleveland
Summer
Jobs:
$4$9/hr College Painters, inc
has over 60 positions available
lor exterior residential work In
terview sessions will be held at
10am on Sat Dec 20 ft 27 at Col
lege Painters, inc 13020 Drex
more, Cleveland, Ohio 44120
752 6000 Write or call tor applica
tions

How would you like to have your
own bdrm ft bathrm'5 1 1 rmt
needed tor wtr. ft spr. Call
35? 7011

Got a 10b relcction letter don't
teel bad it's worth a Iree Deer at
the Longbranch Saloon Just br
mg it in Tuesday or Wednesday
night

New hse avail Cor 1st ft High 4
stud avail, beg. Sum I9tl Call
352 5610 alter 5pm

3 bdrm turn lower half of house
with basement $400/mo. — util
352 7454
New hse avail. Cor 4th ft High
Sts. 4 stud avail beg Spr qtr
Call 352 5610 after 5pm

ELECTRICIANS
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
(Men ft Women)

Apt for sublease 2 bdrm turn
All util pa Meadowview Court
S350/mo 352 5780 Avail wtr q!r
2 bdrm 831 7th St. Apt #1. turn ,
tenant pays only tor elec 330/mo.
avail wtr qtr Call John Newlove
352 6553 or 352 1737

The Toledo Joint Electricians
Apprenticeship and Training
Committee will accept apphca
lions tor apprenticeship from
November 3, 1980 to December S,
1980
Applications will be
available at the Apprenticeship
and Training Office 4427
Talmadge Road, Franklin
Square, Second Floor, Toledo.
Ohio (just south of Monroe
Street) between the hours ot
10 30 am and 12 30 afternoon.
Monday through Friday it you
are between 18 and 26 (inclusive)
years ol age. (a 4 year adjust

Need a room? Subleasing Winter
Otr
Piedmont Apts
Cell
352 5412
For rent Beg jan 1, '81. Great
Hse. 2 blks from campus. 6
bdrms Call Mike 352 6844.

FOR SALE
1964 Ponfiac Chief Mobile Home
10'xSO' $2000 Call 352 0907 after
6pm
13" portable color TV Magnavox
Brand new 1350 or best offer
Call 352 9261

WEDNESDAY
SAMPLER
at

Send your "favorite" V;(,
Santa a special (red
and green) Christmas
message for only

PAGLIAI'S
EAST
...$2.00

Cs^^ib/utd&vK tvififctL e$u<Uc

$4.00
Come to:
The BO News
106 University Ha
Before Dae. 3rd

From

11 a.m.-9p.m. at PAGLIAI'S EAST,

an*

get 1 cheese shell,
1 meat shell, and 1

ABORTION

square of lasagne,

THE
COPT SHOP

TOLL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

smothered in our MEAT

PRINTING &
TYPING SERVICES

l-800-438-803<

SAUCE, plus garlic bread
for only $2.00

■&z

EAST
_--440 E Court 352 1596

Mon-Wed 11 am-2 am
Thurs-Sat 11 am-3 am
Sun 4 pm-Midnight

•RESUMES
•DATA SHEETS
•FLYERS &
POSTERS
•BUSINESS
CARDS
'RESEARCH
PAPERS
•WEDDING
INVITATIONS
•THESIS "FORMS

Runners World
1981 Calendar
19" x 17" calendar
includes training entry
log and lists major
races around the world.
Full color poster-size
photos.
Perfect holiday gift!
See them at the

liars

BG'S PARTY BEER

"HOURS"
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-5:30
Sat. 9 a.m.-noon

FALCON HOUSE
352-4068
U7Vi E. Court

904 E WOOSTER

10U S. MAIN
BOWLING GREEN
I
Pet & Saddle Shop

Early "Bird" X-mas
Specials

ALL LEVIS

'1LS9

Strajght Leg and Flare

Great Bite For Small Fryes In your Family.
Baby Parakeets 7.39 Bag. II99
Deluxe Habitrail Hamster Borne 19.99
Beg. 27.99
10 GaL Starter Es '12.99 Beg. 17.99
I. W. Ohio's Largest Selection at Frye Boots

I

•- i960 Jo* Schlill Brewing Company Milwaukee Wl

li\ IViirl Premium in the now 12 tv. HeriLiKO Bottlo Uxttlv
It - llu' lv-1 li\.i-

IHVI

\|1\\\IH'II
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Sports
NCAA blunders in decision on hockey face masks
The NCAA Ice Hockey Committee's decision to invoke mandatory
use of a face mask could prove to be
the largest blunder in the institution's existence.
The logic behind the ruling was the
attempt to eliminate serious facial
lacerations and eye injuries
resulting from collegiate level competition. Yet, the IHC could very
well be cutting off its nose to spite its
face as the mask appears to be an invitation to injury.
It took no more than six games into
the current season for two Bowling
Green players to become mask victims. Co-captains Brian MacLellan
and George McPhee suffered injuries that would not have occured if
they were maskless.

stall photo by Dal* Omorl
BG sophomore lorward Kim Collins displays the Pro-Tec mask,
r>ne of the NCAA-approved styles. The now-required equipment has
been called an "invitation to injury" by hockey coaches and players
throughout the country.

MACLELLAN WAS on the receiving end of a check during the BGMiami contest early in the season.
On the play, his mask was pushed into his face resulting in a cut above
his eye. Two weeks later the Falcons
entertained Boston College at the Ice
Arena, where McPhee took a whack
in the head. The metal bolt that attaches the mask to the player's
helmet entered McPhee's skull. Six
stitches took care of the damage,
giving McPhee the ever-present
remembrance that no mask would
have meant no bolt and no scar.
The crisscross makeup of the
mask's plastic-coated wire bars are
designed to stop flying pucks, sticks
and fists. But due to the openings for
vision, it sometimes gives way.

Sideline
Ken Koppel
stall reporter

"If you get hit hard enough, you're
going to get jammed in the face,"
BG's Ron Megan said.
It might not take a powerful blow
to do bodily harm. Many mask styles
possess wide sight openings, the
slots large enough to accommodate
the butt of an opponent's stick.
PERHAPS INJURIES that occur
from wearing the mask might be
coincidental, but "mask abuse" has
legitimate potential for serious
physical damage.
"It (the mask) makes the weak
man stronger and the strong man
weaker," says McPhee, relating the
thoughts of Boston University coach
Jack Parker. "The big guys feel they
can't hurt anyone anymore and the
little guys go around thinking they
can do anything that they want.
"It's going to reduce facial injuries, but there's going to be more
spinal and neck injuries."
McPhee is pointing out the definite
possibility of players suddenly
developing additional courage when
they step onto the ice. Instead of going into the corners with hips, they
might go after their men with heads.
The use of helmet and mask as a
weapon is not uncommon to sports.

Cagers seek second win

Bowling Green's test against the press has
come in two parts this season.
The Falcons passed the first part Monday
with an 86-55 victory over Findlay. The second
part, against Wright State in Dayton tonight,
will not be as easy, according to BG coach John
Weinert.
"They press everybody all the time," he said.
"Frankly, I'm worried about their press. I don't
look forward to going to Wright State without
David Greer (who missed the Findlay game
because of a severely-sprained ankle). I'm
pleased we ran (against Findlay) without our
best runner (Greer) in the game."
Dan Shumaker, a graduate student who was

POSTER CHILD
HAS A BALL
PLAYING TENNIS

"THEY HURT the game," says
McPhee of the entire subject. "You
have to understand, we're not complaining about the injuries. What's
ironic about this is these guys (IHC)
incorporate the rule, but the players
are playing the game. If guys are intimidated because they're going to
get hurt, they shouldn't be out
there."
McPhee contends that it is the fan
who is suffering the greatest by the
mask.

"When you get the puck into your
skates, you got to put your head
"I think the fans are getting
down or you can't find it, and that's cheated a little bit," he said. "They
dangerous.
enjoy seeing the expression of guys'
WITH THE loss of peripheral vi- faces. They can't see that in football,
sion caused by the mask and the and basketball isn't a hitting game.
need to hesitate to glance for the
"They enjoy being as close (to the
puck, the skater is vulnerable to a action) as they are, seeing the
(facial) expression in certain situablind-side hit.
Proponents of the mask state not tions."
only will eye injuries be averted, but
From the spectator to the particithat a rubberized chinstrap recently pant, positive comments for the soadded to the mask stop cuts in that called safety precaution have been
facial area and .that the mask nil, as the hockey face mask
reduces fighting, another detriment prepares to make the sport's casualto the game.
ty list grow.

redshirted last season by knee surgery, started
in Greer's point guard position against the
Oilers and scored four points. However, his play
was hampered by the layoff.
"NOT MANY guys can lay off for a year and
come back," Weinert said. "You can talk about
being in shape, but unless you get a feeling of
competition, it takes a while to adjust. I thought
he (Shumaker) played a good second half.
"We'll experiment with Marcus (Newbern)
and Joe (Faine) in the backcourt. But the question is, can Shoe (Shumaker) go all the way at
point guard after Monday? There's about a
90/10 chance of Greer not playing. I hope he
(Greer) can be ready for the Cornell game
(Monday)."
The Falcons will have to be ready for a potent
Raider offense, which last year scored 87.3
points per game and finished 25-3, good for third

Dieter Wimmer, the leading scorer in
Bowling Green soccer history, has been
selected to play in the prestigious Senior
Bowl on Dec. 13 at Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

personnel director Tommy Prothro.
Sipe himself had some kind words for the
Oilers' defense.
"Brian Sipe told me after the game, 'Hey, you
guys shut us out completely," said Houston
safety Mike Reinfeldt. "That's really a compliment, coming from him."
Part of the Browns' offensive troubles,
however, rested with their execution,
Rutigliano said.
"We were just a little out of sync," the coach
said. "Sometimes, receivers were breaking
open when the protection broke down. Others,
when the protection was there, the receivers

DELTA SIGMA PI

just couldn't get open."
ALSO, TIGHT end Ozzie Newsome's absence
from the attack much of the day hurt Sipe's versatility, taking away one key threat, Rutigliano
said. Newsome had a slight leg injury irritated
by the hard surface in the Astrodome, but is expected back for Sunday's game against the New
York Jets.
Fortunately for Cleveland, the Browns'
defense had considerable success in forcing
mistakes by the Oilers' offense, which is guided
by Ken Stabler. Houston committed five turnovers, including three fumbles and two interceptions.

Send Us A Card For Our. . .

it*.
Bowling Green's Oldest Pizza Shop

"Win a
complete

STEREO
SYSTEM

Minn., scored 37 points in his career at Bowling Green. The old record of 34 points was set
last season by Dennis Mepham, now with
Rochester of the North American Soccer
League. Wimmer also holds the school
record for assists in one season, eight in 1978,
and holds the BG record for career assists,
21. He was recently drafted by the Cleveland
Force of the Major Indoor Soccer League.

in the Division II final poll. Wright State also
The best senior soccer players in the nation
opened the season by defeating BG's Midare chosen for the game. Wimmer will play
American Conference rival Miami 92-64.
for the West squad in the ninth annual game.
Wimmer, a midfielder from Apple Valley,
ROMAN WELCH, all-America senior forward who averaged 17.9 points and 8.3 rebounds
per game last season, leads the Raiders, along
with another 6-6 senior forward, Rodney Benson, who averaged 15.6 points last season.
The center position is held by another senior,
Wl Steve Hartings, who averaged 9.9 points last
year, while Eddie Crowe, a 6-1 senior who
Professional Business Fraternity
averaged 9.8, and Mike Zimmerman, a 6-1
senior who averaged 3.4, hold the guard posts
for the Raiders.
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES ITS NEW BROTHERS
The game, the first-ever between the two
schools, will be broadcast on WKIQ-FM (93.1)
Rob Halker
and WFOB (96.7 FM and 1430 AM), beginning at
Laura Babka
7:30 p.m.

Sipe's throwing doesn't concern Browns
BEREA i AP. - Brian Sipe's problems throwing the ball against the Houston Oilers certainly
have to be examined, but Cleveland Browns
coach Sam Rutigliano is not overly concerned.
Sipe completed 13 of 21 passes for an unimpressive 92 yards in Sunday's National Football
League victory in Houston.
"The No. 1 explanation for that is Houston,"
said Rutigliano. "The Oilers played a lot of
bump-and-run, like in the old American Football League."
"THEIR DEFENSIVE backfield is so good,
they could take the Browns' receivers in manfor-man coverage," noted Cleveland player

Having the misfortune of blocking
the path of a speeding helmet and
mask does not end the list of ways to
be injured by the equipment.
"You see the guys coming at you,
but in the back of your mind, you see
those bars in front of your face and it
distracts you," said Megan, who
wore a mask playing high school
hockey, but not during his first year
atBG.

But it is not the actual mask that is
lessening scuffling. If players still
wanted to go at it, their targets'
mask could easily be ripped off. Doing that, though, or grabbing the
mask in any form, automatically
results in a five-minute major penalty.
The reduction of roughhouse tactics could have easily been achieved
with stronger infraction rules and
not the invocation of a mask.

Sports briefs.

Raider press to 'test' Falcons
by Pat Kennedy
assistant sports editor

It is commonplace in football.
THE STANFORD Research Institute, commissioned by the National Football League, showed that
9.4 percent of all injuries were caused by helmet blows. Dr. Carl Blyth at
the University of North Carolina
found that 29 percent of football's
most serious injuries—brain and
spinal cord damage, broken ribs,
ruptured spleens, bruised kidneyscame as a direct result of external
blows by hard-shell helmets.

25 FREE PIZZAS
TO BE GIVEN AWAY
13" pizzas will be awarded to the
25 most original birthday cards
we receive. Mail, stop in or give it
to the driver.

Ben Burns

Marsha Harbert

Cheryl Bowlby

Bruce Harding

Sandy Bradarich

Brian Kalamanka

Cheryl Bradner

Krista Koch

Yvonne Brennan

Beth Maier

Julia Oapore
Tami Foster

Jeff Paulo
Sheryl Riley

Janet Shelly

Melinda Romeo
Laura Wells

Announcing

A Student
Forum
with the
Candidates for
Dean of Students
Wednesday, December 3rd
Main Auditorium-University Hall
All university students will be given the opportunity to question and
evaluate the two candidates for Dean of Students in an open forum

By Technics from Highland
Send us a birthday iord. give it to the
driver or stop HI to register All entries
mutt be received by midnight Dec. 6.
Drawing wilt be held on Sun.. Dec. 7.

by WFAL

352-5166
203 N. Main

Dr. Ed Morgan

3:30-4:30 p.m.

Dr. Don Ragusa

4:30-5:30 p.m.

December 3rd-Main Auditorium

